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Mr. Maneyfelt. I do not have an opinion on that, except 

0 	my recollection of the frame, as I recall'it, the Connallys are . 

down-1n the car, and the President is down in the car to a point 

where he 	 may not, be visible from the sixth. 

floor window. Mrs. Kennedy would still be visible, and kent Hill; 

Mrs. Kennedy and Agent Hill, as Y recall, are the .only ones readily. 

visible or that Dr.a •visible. 

Mr. Redlich. aizining now, Mr. aianeyfelt, to the curb mark 

itself, you have brought with you today the actual. piece of curbing 

which contains the mark referred to in your testimony, is that 

correct? 

Mr. alaneyfelt. That is correct. 

Mr. nedlich. That piece of curbing has been designated as 

aianeyfelt 	No.'34. 

(The article referred to was marked Lbaneyfelt achibit No. 

34 for identification.) 

Mr. Redlich. Here you present, at the time this curbing was 

removed? 

Mr. Lhaneyfelt. Yes. It was removed under my supervision: 

Mr. Redlich. Can you then describe the subsequent investi- 

gation that was conducted in connection with this curbing. 

Mr. ainneyfelt. Yes. The see- J.14i of curbing, alaneytelt 

Mchibit 34, was cut out from the curbing along the south side.  

0 

	

	of Main Street in the assassination area. Tzt.detata—a- mark on the 

curb having been located 23 feet,. four inches from the abutment 
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of the triple Lerpass. It vas cut out uf...r my supervision, 

and I personally returned it to the FBI laboratory. In the FBI 

laboratory it uas examined for the presence of .any foreign material. 

For the record, the results of this investiga-. 

tion have been summarized in a communication from Director Hoover 

to Mr. Rankin, dated August 12, 1964, and designated now as the • . 

Chaneyfelt Exhibit No. 27, is that correct., Mr. Uianeyfelt? 

Mr. Ohaneyfelt. That is correct. 

Examination of the mark on the curbing in the laboratory 

resulted in the finding of foreign metal smears adhering to the 

curbing section within the area of the mark. These metal-smears 

were spectographically determined to be essentially lead with a 

trace of antimony. No copper was found. 

The lead could have originated from the lead core of a muti-

lated metal-jacketed bullet such as the type of bullet loaded into 

the 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher Carcano cartridges, Or from,aome 

other source having the same composition. • 

The absence of copper .precludes the possibility that the mark 

on the curbing section, ryas made by an unmutilated military full -

metal-Jacketed bullet such as the bullet from Governor Connally's . 

.stretchar. 

The damage to the curbing would have been much more extensive 

if a rifle bullet had struck the curbing without• first having 

struck some other object. Therefore, this mark could not have • 

been made by the first impact of ahigh velocity rifle bullet. . 	. 

• 
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112 	Mr. Redlich. Based on your examination of the mark on the 

curb, can you tell U3 whether the mark which we have been referring 

to-is a -nick on the curb, that is, has a piece of the curb been 

chipped away, or is it instead a simple marking of lead? 

Mr. haneyfelt. Yes, It is not a chip. There is no indica-

tion of any of the curbing havini been removed, but rather it is 

a deposit of lead on the surface of the curbing' that has given 

the appea■sance of a mark. 
	4 

It was also established from a microscopic study of the 

curbing that the load object that struck the curbing; that caused 

the mark, was moving in a general direction away from the Texas 

school Book Depository building. 

Mr. Redlich. In connection with this investigation into the 

microscopic characteristics of the mark, a photograph was prepared 

which is designated as ataneyfelt.7.;(2'shibit No. 35. Will you desribe 

that photogrartil? 

(The photograph refered to was marked aianeyfelt Mr..hibit lb. 

35 for identification.) 

Nr. alaneyfelt. Yes. akaraeyfelt Exhibit No 35 is a color 

photograph that I made of the mark op the curbing, which is 

araneyfelt Exhibit No. 34. This is magnified about five. times • 

and shows only the marked area. There is a red area in the lower 

left corner marked A which designates the point of initial impact, 

and the lead deposit is then sprayed out in a tan-like direction 

from that arrow. !: 

0 
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ed13 	Mr. Red1L. Does point A in Taney ...Au Exhibit No. 35. 

refer to or correspond to the portion of the marking which is 

visible in Ohaneyfelt Exhibit No. 34? 

Mr. alaneyfelt. It refers to the lower right hand portion - 

of that mark on Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 34. It is this area here, 

and this area here. (indicating) 

Mr. Redlich. Was Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 35 the photograph on 

the basis of which the direction.  of.  the bullet fragment was 

determined? 	 - 

tir.
• " 

Chaneyfelt. No. The direction was determined from an 

■•• 

actual examination of the curbing itself rather than from the 	• 

photograph. 	 ahaneyfelt Exhibit - No. 35, 

was made primarily to show this .ead deposit more clearly than 

Exhibit 34 shows it. 

Mr. nedlich. I realize, Mr. Shaneyfelt, that th next 

question may be out of your area of specialization, and you may 

not be: able to answer it. Hit are you able to tell us whether, 

if there had been copper deposits indicating a fully Jacketed 

bullet, whether in the intervening period of time between the' 

assassination and the time the curb stone was examined these 

copper deposits might have been removed by rain or erosion or 

any other natural causes? 	 • .• • 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. /I: is my understanding that there La no more • 

reason for the copper to be removed than the lead to be removed, 

and it is my observatiOn of the mark itself, the Ind deposits, 
. 	. 
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that the effect of time on it was to add a layer of dirt and 
If- 

film over it which coveredap-4;ieft-to--- more an adding on 

of-dirt- and other Matter which covered it rather than a wearing 
fro 

811 ay. 

So based on 	 although it is not possible to state 

whether or not copper was there initially and epoded away or 

washed away or wore away, it seems logical that copper would have 

no more reason to become wdrn away than lead. 

Mr. Redlich. Previous investigation, Mr..Zhaneyfelt, as well 

as the results of the re-enactment in Dallas, have led, as you 

know, to a tentative conclusion that if three shots were fired 

during the assassination sequence, that one of these three shots 

missed the occupants of the car. 

Alsuming that tentative conclusion to be a definite finding 

of fact for purposes of this question, are you able to tell us .  

whether in your opinion, the location, the presence, of the lead 

marking on the curb, which has been designated as alaneyfelt 

Exhibit No. 34, provides anybaSis for determining which of the 

three shots fired by the assassin missed the Presidential limosine? 

Mr. alaneyfelt. Based on the assumptions as stated, it is 

my opinion that the examination of the mark on the curb has 

furnished only limited further information in this regard because 

it is not possible to establish whether or not this mark on the 

O curb could have boon made from a fragment of the shot that hit 

the President in the head or a tragnerr; of another shot that missed 
. 	. 

velwakiamitr 
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of the possibilities 
#4 444-14  

The very fact (T .z it can be consid9ro 
VONAMMAIWApow 
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far from the President's.. position at frame Mr. Redlich. How 
• 

313-was- the mark on the curb? 

Mr. Ghaneyfelt. I don't have that figure here at the present 

time. To the best of my recollection, it was approximately 260 

feet from where the President would have been at rrame 313 to 

the mark on the south side of Main Street which has been designated 

as alaneyfelt Exhibit No. 34. 	, 

Cdr . Redlich. I would like to designate at this time a 

number, ahaneyfelt Exhibit No. 36, which we will apply to a 

communication which I asked you to furnish to the Commission giving 

us the exact distance between the President's location teirame 

313 

EmAji. 
Na3-.--Red-1-1-0.* 	and the mark on the aurive, Chaneyfelt 

Exhibit No. 34. 

Mr. alaneyfelt. 11.1Ght::  

(The article referred to was marked alanelfelt Exhibit No. 

36 for dentification.) 

Mr. Redlich. Have you completed your answer to my question  

with regard to whether this information offers any basis upon 

which one can conclude which of the three shots missed? 
• 

tlr . 	ri.neyfelt. Yes, I believe I have. I have very little 

opinion resarding that: 
• 
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ed16 	Er. Redlich. Mr. Zhaneyfelt, prior to our deposition you 

0 	and I discussed the matters concerning which you were going - to, 
testify, and during the course of this deposition there were-  a 

few conversations which were not transcribed; is that correct? 

Mr. Zhaneyfelt. That is correct. 

Mr. Redlich. Is all of your testimony which has been trans-

cribed completely- consistent with any information which you have 

provided in the off-the-record conversations? 

Mr. Zhaneyfelt. Yes. 

!1r. Redlich. Is there any relevant material which you 

provided in any off-the-record conversations which has not been 

covered in the course of our record deposition? 

Mr. Zhaneyfelt. No. 

Mr. Redlich. Is there anything concerning the matters to 

which you testified that you would like to add at the present. 

• time? 

Mr, lhaneyfelt. No, I believe not. 

Mr. Redlich. A copy of this deposition will be available 

for your review. 

(ilhereupon, at .1:10 o'clock' p.m., the deposition was 

concluded) 
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